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The Legend of Nimway Hall: 1818 - Isabel 2018-03-29

new york times bestselling author suzanne enoch spins a regency era tale at nimway hall in a book series centered on an
estate where love and magic entwine to bring romance to all who dwell there a passionate determined young lady trying
to prove herself worthy of a magic touched legacy and a steadfast gentleman looking for his own place in the world join
forces to restore an abandoned estate to its former glory the moment isabel de rossi turns eighteen she takes charge of
nimway hall which has stood empty for the past ten years well aware that all her female forebears found true love at
nimway she can t wait to discover her own destined match instead she s faced with adam driscoll the infuriatingly
practical estate manager whose presence is a constant reminder that her own grandmother thinks she has no idea what
she s doing adam thought the recent offer of a position at nimway hall a godsend after spending six years managing his
elderly uncle s estate he is facing either a dreary career in the army or the church at nimway his feet are on the ground
his hands in the earth his mind on practical matters the last complication he needs is a foreign raised heiress intent on
finding a magical orb but adam can t help noticing that his strangely derailed repairs are suddenly on track and that the
clever amusing mistress of the hall is genuinely interested improving her estate and the lives of her tenants and he is
beginning to find it hard to resist his simmering attraction isabel though wonders if she isn t worthy of becoming the
property s guardian the famous orb the artifact reputedly responsible for every love match made at nimway hall is
nowhere to be found until dreamy lord alton arrives and starts to pursue isabel the pesky orb suddenly appears though it
seems to have a preference for the strong and loyal adam for an unsophisticated young lady the choice between a
charming viscount and an interfering employee should be a simple one but magic is a stubborn thing and the heart is
even more headstrong each and every enoch romance is a sparkling gem brimming over with marvelous characters
depth of emotion intense sensuality and a plot that twists and turns leaving readers breathless and deliciously satisfied
romantic times 4 1 2 stars

The Legend of Nimway Hall 2018-04-05

world war ii brings the arrival of lt colonel gideon fletchard and his team of royal engineers to requisition a portion of
somerset s nimway hall an ancient house with magic within its walls leaving josie stirling the hall s current guardian to
manage the estate around this added wartime challenge nimway hall and its magic however has other plans for gideon
and josie

The Legend of Nimway Hall 2020-05-15

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens brings you the opening story in a series of romances touched by
magic as old as time a gentleman fleeing the bonds of loveless marriage and a lady in desperate need of a champion join
forces to defend an ancient legacy jacqueline tregarth lady and guardian of nimway hall is devoted to protecting her
people the hall the estate s wood and its farms she yearns for a husband to help her meet the challenges but all those
seeking her hand are interested only in controlling her lands with the estate s stream running dry and summer looming
she sets men digging to reopen an old spring her workers discover a dirt encrusted ornament buried at the spot once
removed water flows and fills the old lake and jacqueline realizes the ornament is some kind of ancient orb meanwhile
lord richard devries overly eligible darling of the ton fights free of kidnappers seeking to force him to offer for some lady
s hand but on escaping into the countryside he gets lost in balesboro wood and stumbles on a covert scheme to divert a
stream later he finds his way to nimway hall where the household is celebrating a spring running again richard is
welcomed and meets the fascinating miss tregarth that his youthful hostess is disinclined to bat her lashes at him piques
his interest yet after his recent experiences he feels safe in her company for him an unusual and comforting experience
indeed everything about nimway hall is calming and soothing then richard makes the connection between what he saw
in the wood and the hall s recent water shortage and leads jacqueline and her men to the diversion in the wood
subsequently he learns of the various men pursuing jacqueline and recognizes the danger to her and to the hall although
self protective instinct presses him to travel on his lamed horse has yet to recover and despite all inner warnings richard
feels compelled to step into the role of a supportive protector aided and abetted by the household the estate community
balesboro wood and the ancient orb propinquity works its magic seducing richard with a role into which he and his
talents fit perfectly and tempting jacqueline to hope that her champion has finally found his way to her side if the tales
told of those snared by balesboro wood and sent to the hall are true then yet true love never runs smoothly and both
richard and jacqueline must search within embrace their destinies and find the courage to seize their heart s one true
desire all just in time to foil a dastardly plan that would wreck all they and the hall s people hold dear first in series a
historical novel of 73 000 words interweaving romance mystery and magic praise for the works of stephanie laurens
stephanie laurens heroines are marvelous tributes to georgette heyer feisty and strong cathy kelly stephanie laurens
never fails to entertain and charm her readers with vibrant plots snappy dialogue and unforgettable characters historical
romance reviews stephanie laurens plays into readers fantasies like a master and claims their hearts time and again



romantic times magazine

The Legend of Nimway Hall: 1794 - Charlotte 2018-03-23

with the arrival of the artist marco di rossi at nimway hall an ancient house with magic within its walls miss charlotte
harrington begins to rethink her agreement to her upcoming arranged marriage

The Legend of Nimway Hall 2020-03-13

1 new york times bestselling author victoria alexander takes us back to nimway hall where magic is as old as time and
love is where you least expect it she s given up on love and magic he s going to change her mind alexandra hayden the
current guardian of nimway hall is having a very bad day well a very bad year or two her third fiancé swindled her out
of nimway s reserve funds she s spent her dowry to help her tenants and everything on the estate is in need of repair
even nimway hall itself is starting to look a bit shabby worse legendary nimway magic seems to have vanished all her
fault of course she simply isn t the guardian she should be robert curtis is one of america s wealthiest young captains of
industry now he finds he s inherited a title and an estate but brynmore manor is long abandoned and barely standing it s
not at all what robert hoped to use for business and family holidays and not remotely what he wanted what s a rich
american viscount to do buy the estate next door of course nimway the last thing alex needs is an arrogant american
neighbor what she needs is money and fast to further his acceptance in london society and his business interests robert
could use a well connected wife a marriage of convenience will benefit them both but marriage is not at all the practical
sensible arrangement they expected with their annoying attraction and strangely vivid dreams of each other this
marriage is anything but convenient and with every passing day and every sleepless night the terms they agreed to are
less and less important still it s going to take a push from nimway magic to make them finally realize that love is the
greatest enchantment of all

The Legend of Nimway Hall 2018-11-25

it s christmas 1940 and nimway hall opens its ancient and enchanting heart to the wedding of josie and gideon engaged to
be married in the final steamy love scene in the the legend of nimway hall 1940 josie wartime intelligence agents josie
and gideon are in for a wild adventure as they negotiate the hidden dangers of planning their christmas day wedding in
the midst of a war with two months until their nuptials and an impressive guest list that includes their two very large
and very different families dear and influential friends peers and prelates stars of stage and screen an admiral and more
than one member of churchill s war cabinet josie stirling quickly discovers that adding the planning of somerset s
wedding of the year to her already over scheduled days overseeing nimway s vast wartime estate volunteering for the
war effort and managing her secret intelligence work may be the straw that finally forces her ask for help from the
people who love her when she was so certain she could do it all herself lt colonel gideon fletcher takes on the role of
husband to be of the beautiful and capable guardian of nimway hall as fiercely as any military operation and soon finds
himself in a secret war against an unexpected enemy to save the ancient estate from certain destruction the matchmaking
orb brought josie and gideon together in the first josie book of the nimway series now the enchantment of nimway hall
itself weaves together the magic of love and family and the joy of christmas into a tapestry of happily ever after

Lady Osbaldestone's Christmas Goose 2017-10-19

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens concludes the tales of the cavanaugh siblings with the riveting
story of the youngest brother and his search for a family of his own the scion of a noble house brought low by a storm and
the lady who nurses him back to health strive to unravel a web of deception that threatens her family and forces them to
fight for what they hold most dear family each other and love lord godfrey cavanaugh has no thoughts of marrying as he
drives into north yorkshire on a plum commission for the national gallery to authenticate a renaissance painting the
gallery wishes to purchase then a snow storm sweeps in and godfrey barely manages to haul himself his groom and his
horses to their destination elinor hinckley eldest daughter of hinckley hall stalwart defender of the family right arm to
her invalid father and established spinster knows full well how much her family has riding on the sale of the painting
and throws herself into nursing the initially delirious gentleman who holds her family s future in his hands but godfrey
proves to be a far from easy patient through ellie s and her siblings efforts to keep him entertained and abed godfrey
grows to know the family appreciating and ultimately being drawn into family life of a sort he s never known
eventually to everyone s relief he recovers sufficiently to assess the painting only to discover that nothing but nothing is
as it seems someone has plans someone other than the hinckleys but who is pulling the strings is a mystery that godfrey
and ellie find near impossible to solve every suspect proves to have perfectly understandable albeit hidden reasons for
their behavior and godfrey and ellie remain baffled until the villain panicked by their inquiries strikes directly at them
and forces them both to acknowledge what has grown to be the most important thing in their lives both are natural



defenders of the weak and neither will give up together they battle to save not just themselves not just her family but
their futures hers his and theirs a classical historical romance set in north yorkshire fourth and final novel in the
cavanaughs a full length historical romance of 90 000 words

The Confounding Case of the Carisbrook Emeralds 2018-06-14

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens returns to the quintessential question of what family means to a
cynster in this tale of the last unmarried member of the cynster next generation and the final mission that opens his eyes
toby cynster is not amused when informed that his new mission is to be his last in the shadowy service of drake marquess
of winchelsea courtesy of toby being the last unmarried cynster of his generation and the consequent martial obsession of
his female relatives he will be given no more excuses to avoid society and instead expected to devote himself to finding a
suitable bride but toby sees no point in marrying thanks to his siblings he has plenty of nephews and nieces with whom
to play favorite uncle and he has no thoughts of establishing a family of his own but then the mission takes an unexpected
turn leaving toby to escort the irritatingly fascinating diana locke plus the three young children of a dying englishman
from vienna to england diana is no more enthused about their journey than toby but needs must and forever practical she
bows to events and makes the best of things for her godchildren s sakes she s determined to see them to safety in england
and does her best to ignore her nonsensical and annoying awareness of toby but then their journey becomes a flight from
deadly pursuit and their most effective disguise is to pass themselves off as a family the sort of family toby had been
certain he would never want through a succession of fraught adventures toby diana and the children lean on each other
and grow and mature while furthering their ultimate aim of reaching england safely and along the way toby and diana
both learn what having a family actually means to them individually and together and each discovers the until then
missing foundation stone of their future lives a classic historical adventure romance that sprawls across europe to end in
the leafy depths of the english countryside a cynster next generation novel a full length historical romance of 108 000
words

The Obsessions of Lord Godfrey Cavanaugh 2020-07-16

one of publishers weekly s top 10 romances of the fall new york times bestseller suzanne enoch takes a delightful new
path in her joyful historical romantic comedy something in the heir smart capable heiress emmeline pershing will do
anything to keep her beloved home and all it takes is an arranged marriage and a teeny white lie to fulfill her family s
silly inheritance rules but now her little fib means that she and her completely unsuspecting husband are going to inherit
big and very messy trouble emmeline and william pershing have enjoyed a perfectly convenient marriage for eight
years their relationship is a seamless blend of their talents and goals they ve settled into separate well ordered lives
beneath the same roof and are content to stay that way or so emmeline thinks and if william has secretly longed for a bit
more from the woman he adores he s managed to be content with her supreme skills as a hostess and planner which has
helped him advance his career then when emmeline s grandfather the reclusive duke of welshire summons them both
for his birthday celebration and demands they bring their two little angelic children william is stunned to discover that
his very proper wife invented not one but two heirs to fulfill the agreement for living at winnover but surely if
emmeline and william team up and borrow two cherubs to call their own what could go wrong enter george age 8 and
rose 5 the two most unruly orphans in britain as the insanity unfolds their careful professional arrangement takes some
surprisingly intimate turns as well perhaps it takes a bit of madness to create the perfect happily ever after

A Family Of His Own 2024-03-14

do you believe in fate do you believe in passion what happens when fate and passion collide do you believe in love what
happens when fate passion and love combine this this 1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens returns to
scotland with a tale of two lovers irrevocably linked by destiny and passion thomas carrick is a gentleman driven to
control all aspects of his life as the wealthy owner of carrick enterprises located in bustling glasgow he is one of that city s
most eligible bachelors and fully intends to select an appropriate wife from the many young ladies paraded before him he
wants to take that necessary next step along his self determined path yet no young lady captures his eye much less his
attention not in the way lucilla cynster had and still did even though she lives miles away for over two years thomas has
avoided his clan s estate because it borders lucilla s home but disturbing reports from his clansmen force him to return to
the countryside only to discover that his uncle the laird is ailing a clan family is desperately ill and the clan healer is
unconscious and dying duty to the clan leaves thomas no choice but to seek help from the last woman he wants to face
strong willed and passionate lucilla has been waiting increasingly impatiently for thomas to return and claim his rightful
place by her side she knows he is hers her fated lover husband protector and mate he is the only man for her just as she is
his one true love and at last he s back even though his returning wasn t on her account lucilla is willing to seize
whatever chance fate hands her thomas can never forget lucilla much less the connection that seethes between them but



to marry her would mean embracing a life he s adamant he does not want lucilla sees that thomas has yet to accept the
inevitability of their union and despite all he can refuse her and walk away but how can he ignore a bond such as theirs
one so much stronger than reason despite several unnerving attacks mounted against them despite the uncertainty
racking his clan lucilla remains as determined as only a cynster can be to fight for the future she knows can be theirs and
while she cannot command him she has powerful enticements she s willing to wield in the cause of tempting thomas
carrick a neo gothic tale of passionate romance laced with mystery set in the uplands of southwestern scotland a cynster
second generation novel a classic historical romance of 122 000 words praise for the works of stephanie laurens stephanie
laurens heroines are marvelous tributes to georgette heyer feisty and strong cathy kelly stephanie laurens never fails to
entertain and charm her readers with vibrant plots snappy dialogue and unforgettable characters historical romance
reviews stephanie laurens plays into readers fantasies like a master and claims their hearts time and again romantic times
magazine

Lady Osbaldestone And The Missing Christmas Carols 2018-10-18

1 new york timesbestselling author stephanie laurens returns to the cynsters next generation with a rollicking tale of
smugglers counterfeit banknotes and two people falling in love a gentleman hoping to avoid falling in love and a lady
who believes love has passed her by are flung together in a race to unravel a plot to undermine the realm christopher
cynster has finally accepted that to have the life he wants he needs a wife but before he can even think of searching for
the right lady he s drawn into an investigation into the distribution of counterfeit banknotes london born and bred ellen
martingale is battling to preserve the fiction that her much loved uncle christopher s neighbor still has his wits about him
but christopher s questions regarding nearby goffard hall trigger her suspicions as her younger brother attends card
parties at the hall she feels compelled to investigate while ellen appears to be the sort of frippery female christopher
abhors he quickly learns that in her case appearances are deceiving and through the twists and turns in an investigation
that grows ever more serious and urgent he discovers how easy it is to fall in love while ellen learns that love hasn t after
all passed her by but then the villain steps from the shadows and love s strengths and vulnerabilities are put to the test
just as christopher has always feared will he pass muster can they triumph or will they lose all they ve so recently found
a historical romance with a dash of intrigue set in rural kent a cynster next generation novel a full length historical
romance of 124 000 words praise for the works of stephanie laurens stephanie laurens heroines are marvelous tributes to
georgette heyer feisty and strong cathy kelly stephanie laurens never fails to entertain and charm her readers with
vibrant plots snappy dialogue and unforgettable characters historical romance reviews stephanie laurens plays into readers
fantasies like a master and claims their hearts time and again romantic times magazine

Something in the Heir 2022-09-20

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens explores what happens when a gentleman intent on acquiring a
business meets the unconventional lady owner only to discover that she is not the biggest or the most lethal hurdle they
and the business face martin cynster arrives at carmichael steelworks set on acquiring the business as the jewel in his
industrialist s crown only to discover that the lady owner is not at all what he expected miss sophia carmichael learned
about steelmaking at her father s knee and having inherited the major shareholding sees no reason not to continue exactly
as she is running the steelworks and steadily becoming an expert in steel alloys when martin cynster tracks her down
she has no option but to listen to his offer until impending disaster on the steelworks floor interrupts consequently she
tries to dismiss martin but he s persistent and as he has now saved her life gratitude compels her to hear him out and day
by day as his understanding of her and the works grows what he offers grows increasingly tempting until a merger both
business wise and personal is very much on their cards but a series of ever escalating incidents makes it clear someone else
has an eye on the steelworks the quest to learn who and why leads martin and sophy into ever greater danger as layer
by layer they uncover a diabolical scheme that ultimately will drain the lifeblood not just from the steelworks but from
the city of sheffield as well a classic historical romance incorporating adventure and intrigue set in sheffield a cynster next
generation novel a full length historical romance of 100 000 words

The Tempting of Thomas Carrick 2015-02-24

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens brings you a tale of murder mystery passion and intrigue and
diamonds penelope adair wife and partner of amateur sleuth barnaby adair is so hugely pregnant she cannot even waddle
when barnaby is summoned to assist inspector stokes of scotland yard in investigating the violent murder of a gentleman
at a house party penelope frustrated that she cannot participate insists that she and griselda stokes s wife be duly informed
of their husbands discoveries yet what barnaby and stokes uncover only leads to more questions the murdered gentleman
had been thrown out of the house party days before so why had he come back and how and why did he come to have the
fabulous finsbury diamond necklace in his pocket much to lord finsbury s consternation most peculiar of all why had the



murderer left the necklace worth a stupendous fortune on the body the conundrums compound as our intrepid
investigators attempt to make sense of this baffling case meanwhile the threat of scandal grows ever more tangible for all
those attending the house party and the stakes are highest for lord finsbury s daughter and the gentleman who has spent
the last decade resurrecting his family fortune so he can aspire to her hand working parallel to barnaby and stokes the
would be lovers hunt for a path through the maze of contradictory facts to expose the murderer disperse the pall of
scandal and claim the love and the shared life they crave a pre victorian mystery with strong elements of romance a short
novel of 39 000 words an entry in the casebook of barnaby adair series the events in this short novel occur between the
events described in the full length casebook novels where the heart leads and the upcoming the masterful mr montague
praise for the works of stephanie laurens laurens s writing shines publishers weekly stephanie laurens never fails to
entertain and charm her readers with vibrant plots snappy dialogue and unforgettable characters historical romance
reviews stephanie laurens plays into readers fantasies like a master and claims their hearts time and again romantic times
magazine praise for where the heart leads volume 1 in the casebook of barnaby adair a satisfying blend of mystery and
romance publishers weekly in an amanda quick style suspense romance laurens never loses touch with her characters
deep emotions or the haunting mystery romantic times

The Inevitable Fall of Christopher Cynster 2020-03-19

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens returns with a new series that captures the simmering desires and
intrigues of early victorians as only she can ryder cavanaugh s stepsiblings are determined to make their own marks in
london society seeking fortune and passion the cavanaughs will delight readers with their bold exploits an independent
nobleman lord randolph cavanaugh is loyal and devoted but only to family to the rest of the world he s aloof and
untouchable a respected and driven entrepreneur but rand yearns for more in life and when he travels to
buckinghamshire to review a recent investment he discovers a passionate woman who will challenge his rigid self
control a determined lady felicia throgmorton intends to keep her family afloat for decades her father was consumed by
his inventions and now months after his death with their finances in ruins her brother insists on continuing their father s
tinkering felicia is desperate to hold together what s left of the estate then she discovers she must help persuade their
latest investor that her father s follies are a risk worth taking together the perfect team rand arrives at throgmorton hall to
discover the invention on which he s staked his reputation has exploded the inventor is not who he expected and a
fiercely intelligent woman now holds the key to his future success but unflinching courage in the face of dismaying
hurdles is a trait they share and rand and felicia are forced to act together against ruthless foes to protect everything they
hold dear

The Time For Love 2022-08-18

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens returns to romantic scotland to usher in a new generation of
cynsters in an enchanting tale of mistletoe magic and love it s december 1837 and the young adults of the cynster clan
have succeeded in having the family christmas celebration held at snow bound casphairn manor richard and catriona
cynster s home led by sebastian marquess of earith and by lucilla future lady of the vale and her twin brother marcus the
upcoming generation has their own plans for the holiday season yet where cynsters gather love is never far behind the
festive occasion brings together daniel crosbie tutor to lucifer cynster s sons and claire meadows widow and governess to
gabriel cynster s daughter daniel and claire have met before and the embers of an unexpected passion smolder between
them but once bitten twice shy claire believes a second marriage is not in her stars daniel however is determined to press
his suit he s seen the love the cynsters share and claire is the lady with whom he dreams of sharing i his i life assisted by
a bevy of cynsters innate matchmakers every one daniel strives to persuade claire that trusting him with her hand and
her heart is her right path to happiness meanwhile out riding on christmas eve the young adults of the cynster clan
respond to a plea for help summoned to a humble dwelling in ruggedly forested mountains lucilla is called on to help
with the difficult birth of a child while the others rise to the challenge of helping her with a violent storm closing in and
severely limited options the next generation of cynsters face their first collective test can they save this mother and child
and themselves too back at the manor claire is increasingly drawn to daniel and despite her misgivings against the
backdrop of the ongoing festivities their relationship deepens yet she remains torn until catastrophe strikes and by winter
s light she learns that love true love is worth any risk any price a tale brimming with all the magical delights of a scottish
festive season a cynster novel a classic historical romance of 71 000 words praise for the works of stephanie laurens
stephanie laurens heroines are marvelous tributes to georgette heyer feisty and strong cathy kelly stephanie laurens
never fails to entertain and charm her readers with vibrant plots snappy dialogue and unforgettable characters historical
romance reviews stephanie laurens plays into readers fantasies like a master and claims their hearts time and again
romantic times magazine



The Peculiar Case of Lord Finsbury's Diamonds 2014-01-07

1new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens continues the bold tales of the cavanaugh siblings as the sole
cavanaugh sister discovers that love truly does conquer all a lady with a passion for music and the maestro she challenges
in pursuit of a worthy cause find themselves battling villains both past and present as they fight to secure life s greatest
rewards love marriage and family stacie lady eustacia cavanaugh is adamant marriage is not for her haunted by her
parents unhappy union stacie believes that for her marriage is an unacceptable risk wealthy and well born she needs for
nothing and with marriage off the table to give her life purpose she embarks on a plan to further the careers of emerging
local musicians by introducing them to the ton via a series of musical evenings yet despite her noble status stacie requires
a musical lure to tempt the haut ton to her events and in the elevated circles she inhabits only one musician commands
sufficient cachet the reclusive and notoriously reluctant marquess of albury frederick marquess of albury has fashioned a
life for himself as a musical scholar one he pursues largely out of sight of the ton he might be renowned as a virtuoso on
the pianoforte yet he sees no reason to endure the smothering over attentiveness of society then his mother inveigles him
into meeting stacie and the challenge she lays before him is tempting on a number of fronts enough for him not to
immediately refuse her a dance of subtle persuasion ensues and step by step frederick finds himself convinced that stacie s
plan has real merit and that it behooves him to support her at least for one event stacie s first musical evening featuring
frederick as the principal performer is a massive success until fate takes a hand and lands them in a situation that forces
them both to reassess does frederick want more than the sterile academic life he d thought was for him can stacie
overcome her deepest fears and own to and reach for her girlhood dreams impulsive arrogant and used to getting his own
way frederick finds his answer easily enough but his new direction puts him on a collision course with stacie s fears
luckily he thrives on challenges which is just as well because in addition to convincing stacie that love can indeed
conquer all he and she must unravel the mystery of who is behind a spate of murderous attacks before the villain
succeeds in eliminating all hope of a happy ending a classical historical romance set in london and surrey in the heart of
the ton third novel in the cavanaughs a full length historical romance of 122 000 words praise for the works of stephanie
laurens stephanie laurens heroines are marvelous tributes to georgette heyer feisty and strong cathy kelly stephanie
laurens never fails to entertain and charm her readers with vibrant plots snappy dialogue and unforgettable characters
historical romance reviews stephanie laurens plays into readers fantasies like a master and claims their hearts time and
again romantic times magazine

The Designs of Lord Randolph Cavanaugh 2018-05-01

from new york times bestseller suzanne enoch brain meets beauty in this sparkling romantic comedy with a dash of chaos
featuring the worst behaved poodles in regency london bringing up baby meet pride and prejudice michael bromley
duke of woriton has a passion but it s not for chasing ladies or gambling till dawn no his far more dangerous pursuit is the
science of chemistry he may be a tad eccentric but he can navigate a society ballroom and manage a polite conversation if
he must he s certainly capable of taking care of his aunt s perfectly behaved poodle lancelot while she s on holiday
elizabeth bitsy dockering third daughter of a viscount is the diamond of the london she is adored by all including her
precious black poodle galahad to everyone else however galahad is a terror especially to bitsy s most insistent beau a
particular victim of galahad s bad manners he s hired a minion to steal the fluffy hell hound clearing the way for an
uninterrupted courtship but none of them can plan for a chaotic encounter in the park resulting in lost notes a soaking in
the serpentine and the inept dognapper s confusion between lancelot and galahad determined to find the poodle michael
doesn t need a frivolous heiress interfering with his logical plans but to his surprise bitsy is resourceful and clever what
he forgets is that chemistry is all about attraction and this partnership of opposites is one romantically combustible formula
still what s a scientist to do but continue to pursue an outcome however explosive it may be

By Winter's Light 2014-10-31

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens returns to the world of the cynsters next generation with the tale
of an unconventional nobleman and an equally unconventional noblewoman learning to love and trust again a jilted
noblewoman forced into a dual existence half in and half out of the ton is unexpectedly confronted by the nobleman who
left her behind ten years ago but before either can catch their breaths they trip over a murder and into a race to capture a
killer lord grayson child is horrified to discover that the london crier a popular gossip rag is proposing to expose his
extraordinary wealth to the ton s matchmakers not to mention london s shysters and captain sharps he hies to london and
corners the crier s proprietor only to discover the paper s owner is the last person he d expected to see izzy lady isadora
descartes is flabbergasted when gray appears in her printing works office he s the very last person she wants to meet
while in her role as owner of the crier but there he is as large as life and she has to deal with him without giving herself
away she manages just and seizes on the late hour to put him off so she can work out what to do but before leaving the
printing works she and he stumble across a murder and all hell breaks loose izzy can only be grateful for gray s support as



to free them both of suspicion they embark on a joint campaign to find the killer yet working side by side opens their
eyes to who they each are now both quite different to the youthful would be lovers of ten years before mutual respect
affection and appreciation grow and amid the chaos of hunting a ruthless killer they find themselves facing the question
of whether what they d deemed wrecked ten years before can be resurrected then the killer s motive proves to be a
treasonous plot and with others gray and izzy race to prevent a catastrophe a task that ultimately falls to them alone in a
situation in which the only way out is through selfless togetherness only by relying on each other will they survive a
classic historical romance laced with crime and intrigue a cynster next generation connected novel a full length historical
romance of 115 000 words praise for the secrets of lord grayson child this full bodied novel should please all long time fans
of novels about romance and intrigue set in nineteenth century england virge b proofreader red adept editing two old
lovers embark on an investigation that is brimming with danger and intrigue their simmering suspenseful tale is one that
fans of regency romance dare not miss angela m copy editor red adept editing after ten years apart former lovers lord
grayson child and lady isadora descartes work together to solve a high stakes mystery and secrets from their past is it wise
to rekindle their romance or will the search for love be their undoing the attention to detail in both setting and characters
brings the story to life fans of regency romance are sure to enjoy uncovering the secrets of lord grayson child brittany m
proofreader red adept editing

The Beguilement of Lady Eustacia Cavanaugh 2019-07-18

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens returns with a tale of a gentleman seeking the road to fulfillment
and a lady with a richly satisfying life but no certain future a gentleman searching for a purpose in life sets out to claim
his legacy only to discover that instead of the country residence he d expected he s inherited an eccentric community
whose enterprises are overseen by a decidedly determined young lady who is disinclined to hand over the reins gregory
cynster arrives at the property willed to him by his great aunt with the intention of converting bellamy hall into a quiet
comfortable gentleman s country residence only to discover the hall overrun by an eclectic collection of residents engaged
in a host of business endeavors under the stewardship of a lady far too young to be managing such reins with the other
residents of the estate caitlin fergusson has been planning just how to deal with the new owner but coming face to face
with gregory cynster throws her and everyone else off their stride they d anticipated a bored and disinterested
gentleman who once they d revealed the income generated by the hall s community would be content to leave them
undisturbed instead while gregory appears the epitome of the london rake they d expected him to be they quickly learn
he s determined to embrace bellamy hall and all its works and claim ownership of the estate while the other residents
adjust their thinking the burden of dealing daily with gregory falls primarily on caitlin s slender shoulders yet as he
doggedly carves out a place for himself caitlin s position as chatelaine cum steward seems set to grow redundant but caitlin
has her own reasons for clinging to the refuge her position at bellamy hall represents what follows is a dance of
revelations both of others and also of themselves for gregory caitlin and the residents of bellamy hall yet even as they
work out what their collective future might hold a shadowy villain threatens to steal away everything they ve created a
classic historical romance set in an artisanal community on a country estate a cynster next generation novel a full length
historical romance of 118 000 words praise for foes friends and lovers fans of full bodied regency romances with dynamic
female leads will find much to enjoy in foes friends and lovers virge b proofreader red adept editing when gregory
cynster inherits bellamy hall and arrives to inspect the enormous home he s surprised to find a woman caitlin fergusson
serving as steward of the highly unconventional estate though caitlin is secretive about her past gregory quickly realizes
he can t afford to lose her help and he bides his time in learning precisely what her past looks like and whether he can be
a part of her future fans of regency romance will relish this tale angela m copy editor red adept editing

The Lady By His Side 2017-03-09

1 new york timesbestselling author stephanie laurens brings you the delights of a long ago country village christmas
featuring a grandmother her grandchildren an artifact hunter the lady who catches his eye and three ancient coins that
draw them all together in a christmas treasure hunt therese lady osbaldestone and her household again welcome her
younger daughter s children jamie george and lottie plus their cousins melissa and mandy all of whom have insisted on
spending the three weeks prior to christmas at therese s house hartington manor in the village of little moseley the
children are looking forward to the village s traditional events and this year therese has arranged a new distraction the
plum puddings she and her staff are making for the entire village but while cleaning the coins donated as the puddings
good luck tokens the children discover that three aren t coins of the realm when consulted reverend colebatch summons a
friend an archeological scholar from oxford who confirms the coins are roman raising the possibility of a roman treasure
buried somewhere near unfortunately professor webster is facing a deadline and cannot assist in the search but along with
his niece honor he will stay in the village writing remaining available for consultation should the children and their
helpers uncover more treasure it soon becomes clear that discovering the source of the coins or even which villager
donated them isn t a straightforward matter then the children come across a personable gentleman who knows a great



deal about roman antiquities he introduces himself as callum harris and they agree to allow him to help and he gets their
search back on track but while the manor five assisted by the gentlemen from fulsom hall scour the village for who had
the coins and search the countryside for signs of excavation and harris combs through the village s country house libraries
amassing evidence of a roman compound somewhere near the site from which the coins actually came remains a
frustrating mystery then therese recognizes harris who is more than he s pretending to be she also notes the romance
burgeoning between harris and honor webster and given the girl doesn t know harris s full name let alone his fraught
relationship with her uncle therese steps in but while she can engineer a successful resolution to one romance of the
season as well as a reconciliation long overdue another romance that strikes much closer to home is beyond her ability to
manipulate meanwhile the search for the source of the coins goes on but time is running out will therese s grandchildren
and their fulsom hall helpers locate the roman merchant s villa harris is sure lies near before they all must leave the
village for christmas with their families third in series a novel of 70 000 words a christmas tale of antiquities reconciliation
romance and requited love

Every Duke Has His Day 2023-10-04

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens returns to the cynsters next generation with an evocative tale of
two people striving to overcome unusual hurdles in order to claim true love a nobleman wedded to the lady he loves
strives to overwrite five years of masterful pretence and open his wife s eyes to the fact that he loves her as much as she
loves him lord devlin cader earl of alverton married therese cynster five years ago what he didn t tell her then and has
assiduously hidden ever since for what seemed excellent reasons at the time is that he loves her every bit as much as she
loves him for her own misguided reasons therese had decided that the adage that cynsters always marry for love did not
necessarily mean said cynsters were loved in return she accepted that was usually so but being universally viewed by
gentlemen as too managing bossy and opinionated she believed she would never be loved for herself consequently after
falling irrevocably in love with devlin when he made it plain he didn t love her yet wanted her to wife she accepted the
half love match he offered and once they were wed set about organizing to make their marriage the very best it could be
now five years later they are an established couple within the haut ton have three young children and devlin is making
a name for himself in business and political circles there s only one problem having attended numerous cynster weddings
and family gatherings and spent time with therese s increasingly married cousins who with their spouses all embrace the
cynster ideal of marriage based on mutually acknowledged love devlin is no longer content with the half love match he
himself engineered no fool he sees and comprehends what the craven act of denying his love is costing both him and
therese and feels compelled to rectify his fault he wants for them what all therese s married cousins enjoy the rich and
myriad benefits of marriages based on acknowledged mutual love love he s discovered is too powerful a force to deny
leaving him wrestling with the conundrum of finding a way to convincingly reveal to therese that he loves her without
wrecking everything especially the mutual trust they ve built over the past five years a classic historical romance set
amid the glittering world of the london haut ton a cynster next generation novel a full length historical romance of 110
000 words praise for the games lovers play a high society regency era couple explores the genuine affection they share for
one another against a sophisticated vintage backdrop unwaveringly eloquent games lovers play is as much a snapshot of a
maturing marriage as it is an impassioned provocative romance libybet r g proofreader red adept editing it isn t
fashionable for members of high society in mid nineteenth century london to be in love with their spouses but lord devlin
cader seventh earl of alverton is after several years of marriage has he waited so long that she won t accept a declaration
even if he makes it kim h proofreader red adept editing in the power couple of devlin and therese laurens has conjured a
love story that is every bit as enthralling as those of her unmarried lords and ladies angela m copy editor red adept editing

An Irresistible Alliance 2017-05-11

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens explores what happens when fate tosses two people who had no
intention of marrying each other into the hothouse of a noble betrothal under the avid eyes of the ton a gentleman
seeking a suitable wife is forced by fate and unhelpful circumstance to become engaged to a lady who had no idea that in
selflessly assisting him she was auditioning for that part in the leadup to her tenth season meg cynster known to the ton s
eligible bachelors as miss prim takes to the country to ponder the question if not marriage then what she has yet to find
an answer when she comes upon a supremely elegant curricle drawn by a pair of high spirited horses presided over by
an unconscious gentleman others present know where he s staying but can t manage the horses with no real choice meg
accepts the responsibility and drives the gentleman home unfortunately he s too inebriated to just leave so she rouses him
enough to help him inside but then others arrive and meg learns the gentleman is none other than drago helmsford the
notorious duke of wylde and in order to protect her reputation she and drago are forced to declare that they are engaged
although a shocking surprise for everyone by all measures the match is highly desirable meg and drago have no option
but to allow the engagement to stand until the end of the season when they can quietly call it off consequently they have
to keep the fact that their engagement is a sham an absolute secret from everyone including all members of their families



through the ensuing whirl of the season with all eyes focused avidly on them they duly pretend to be an affianced couple
roles that to their surprise come to them remarkably easily with every member of their families and all the powerful in
society being unrelentingly encouraging both meg and drago with eyes wide open start to consider the possibility that
marrying the other might just be the answer they d each been seeking when they d first met then accidents start
happening and quickly escalate to attacks and it becomes clear that someone is intent on preventing meg from marrying
drago why is unclear but with the threat hanging over them the cynsters and helmsfords rally around to ensure meg
makes it to the altar but even after the wedding when drago and meg retreat to his estate the attacks continue until with
their hearts and future on the line drago and meg risk all in a gamble to expose the faceless villain and bring the ever
present danger to an end a classic historical romance laced with intrigue set in the ton s ballrooms and drawing rooms and
in the green depths of the english countryside a cynster next generation novel a full length historical romance of 113 000
words a chance encounter for meg cynster and drago duke of wylde ends up changing their lives forever fans of
historical romance will love this passionate tale set in the english countryside and the ballrooms of london s haut ton
kristina b proofreader red adept editing a fine treat for fans of regency romance angela m copy editor red adept editing
when a simple deception goes badly awry drago and meg may lose more than just their hearts dare they risk everything
to save their newfound love fans will be delighted by the latest thrilling cynster romance irene s proofreader red adept
editing

The Secrets of Lord Grayson Child 2021-07-15

1 nyt bestselling author stephanie laurens returns with her favorite sleuths to unravel a tangled web of family secrets and
expose a murderer when lord meriwell collapses and dies at his dining table barnaby and penelope adair are summoned
along with inspector basil stokes to discover who how and most importantly why someone very close to his lordship saw
fit to poison him when lord meriwell dies at his dining table nurse veronica haskell suspects foul play and notifies his
lordship s doctor eminent harley street specialist dr david sanderson in turn compelled by a need to protect veronica who
is at meriwell hall as david s behest david calls on his friends barnaby and penelope adair for assistance however as the
fateful dinner was the first of a house party being attended by the local mp and his family the metropolitan police
commissioners also consider the adairs presence desirable and consequently barnaby and penelope accompany stokes to
meriwell hall there they discover a gathering of the meriwell family intended to impress the visiting busseltons so that
george busselton local mp will agree to a marriage between his daughter and lord meriwell s eldest nephew stephen but
instead of any pleasant sojourn the company find themselves confined to the hall and grounds while stokes barnaby and
penelope set about interviewing everyone and establishing facts alibis and the movements of those in the house to our
investigators frustration while determining the means proves straightforward and opportunity reduces their suspect list
motive remains elusive and their list of suspects stays stubbornly long then the killer strikes again but even then the
investigators are left with the same suspects and too many potential reasons for the second death what did the killer hope
to gain more importantly will he kill again at last the investigators stumble on a promising clue yet following it requires
sending to london for information and their frustration builds as the clock ticks and they doggedly forge on they uncover
more and more facts yet none allows them to identify which of their prime suspects is the murderer will they get the
breakthrough they need one sufficient to exonerate the innocent when the answer arrives they discover that the
meriwell family legacies are more far reaching than anyone realized and that the crimes involved and the motivation for
the murders is far more heinous than anyone imagined a historical novel of 78 000 words interweaving mystery and
murder with a touch of romance

Foes, Friends, and Lovers 2022-03-17

1 new york times bestselling author stephanie laurens returns with a story of two people thrown together on a journey of
discovery that defines what each most want of life love and family a gentleman wishing to buy a fabulous horse and a
lady set on protecting her family find common ground while pursuing a thief who upends both of their plans nicholas
cynster rides up to aisby grange determined to secure the stallion known as the barbarian for his family s thoroughbred
breeding stable only to be turned away by the owner s daughter nicholas retreats but is not about to be denied by any
lady no matter how startlingly beautiful and distracting lady adriana sommerville knows nicholas will be back and resigns
herself to having to manage his interaction with her aging father she successfully negotiates that potential quagmire only
at the very last moment to discover the horse is missing stunned addie insists on setting out in pursuit and is not so silly as
to refuse nicholas s support but as they follow on the heels of the barbarian their adventures and encounters open both
their eyes to the prospect of a more enduring partnership yet before they can follow that trail farther and before they can
lay hands on the horse through shock after shock their pursuit uncovers a complicated plot that strips away masks and
rescripts everything addie and her siblings thought they knew about the sommerville family a classic historical romance
of adventure discovery and reconciliation set in the english countryside a cynster next generation novel a full length
historical romance of 103 000 words



Lady Osbaldestone's Plum Puddings 2019-10-17

can true love die or neglected does it lie dormant until the object of true desire is again within reach denied does passion
smoulder like embers waiting for the right conditions to flare into an all consuming conflagration 1 new york times
bestselling author stephanie laurens delivers the thrilling conclusion to her acclaimed series the adventurers quartet a
passionate regency era drama played out on the high seas and in the sweltering heat of tropical jungles ultimately
reaching a scintillating climax in the glittering ballrooms of mayfair the eldest of the frobisher brothers and widely
known as the lord of the privateers royd frobisher expects to execute the final leg of the rescue mission his brothers have
been pursuing what he does not expect is to be pressured into taking his emotional nemesis childhood sweetheart ex
handfasted bride and current business partner isobel carmichael with him but is it isobel doing the pressuring or his own
restless unfulfilled psyche resolute determined and an all but unstoppable force of nature isobel has a mission of her own
find her cousin katherine and bring her safely home and if along the way she can rid herself of the lingering dreams of a
life with royd that still haunt her well and good neither expects the shock that awaits them as they set sail aboard royd s
ship much less the new horizons that open before them as they call into london then armed with the necessary orders and
all arrangements in place embark on a full scale rescue assault on the mining compound buried in the jungle yet even
with the support of his brothers and their ladies and once rescued all the ex captives royd and isobel discover that freeing
the captives is only half the battle in order to identify and convict the backers behind the illicit enterprise and protect the
government from catastrophic destabilization they must return to the ballrooms of the haut ton and with the help of a
small army of supporters hunt the villains on their home ground but having found each other again having glimpsed the
heaven that could be theirs again how much are they willing to risk in the name of duty learn the answer and revel in
the action drama intrigue and passion as the frobishers with help from wolverstone the cynsters and many familiar others
steer the adventure to a glorious end a historical novel of 135 000 words interweaving romance high adventure and
intrigue

The Games Lovers Play 2021-03-18

unexpected love plus passion intrigue and danger challenge our hero to embrace his true nature 1 new york times
bestselling author stephanie laurens continues the adventurers quartet a riveting blend of regency era high seas
adventure a mystery shrouded in the heat of tropical jungles and the passionate romances of four couples and their
unexpected journeys into love after a decade of captaining diplomatic voyages for frobisher shipping alongside covert
missions for the crown captain robert frobisher decides that establishing a home with hearth and wife should be his next
challenge but an unexpected mission intervenes although robert sees himself as a conservative businessman cum diplomat
and this mission is far from his usual sphere it nevertheless falls within the scope of his abilities as matters are urgent he
agrees to depart for west africa forthwith to robert his way forward is clear get to freetown determine the location of a
slavers camp return to london with the information and then proceed to find himself a wife already in freetown miss
aileen hopkins is set on finding her younger brother will a naval lieutenant who has mysteriously disappeared find will
and rescue him determined and resolute aileen is not about to allow anyone to turn her from her path but all too quickly
that path grows dark and dangerous and then robert frobisher appears and attempts to divert her in more ways than one
accustomed to managing diplomats and bureaucrats robert discovers that manipulating a twenty seven year old spinster
lies outside his area of expertise prodded by an insistent need to protect aileen he realizes that joining forces with her is
the surest path to meeting all the challenges before him completing his mission keeping her safe and securing the woman
he wants as his wife but the villains strike and disrupt their careful plans leaving robert and aileen no choice but to
attempt a last throw of the dice to complete his mission and further her brother s rescue compelled to protect those
weaker than themselves and bring retribution to a heartless enemy they plunge into the jungle with only their talents
and inner strengths to aid them and with the courage of their hearts as their guide the first voyage is one of exploration
the second one of discovery the third journey brings maturity while the fourth is a voyage of second chances continue
the journey and follow the adventure the mystery and the romances to the riveting end a historical novel of 120 000
words interweaving romance high adventure and intrigue

Miss Prim and the Duke of Wylde 2023-08-17

how does marriage work if convention is set aside and is no longer there to guide what then 1 new york times bestselling
author stephanie laurens brings you the adventurers quartet a riveting blend of regency era high seas adventure a
mystery shrouded in the heat of tropical jungles and the passionate romances of four couples and their unexpected
journeys into love the instant captain declan frobisher laid eyes on lady edwina delbraith he knew she was the lady he
wanted as his wife the scion of a seafaring dynasty accustomed to success he discovered that wooing edwina was
surprisingly straightforward not least because she made it plain that she wanted him as much as he wanted her declan s
vision of marriage was of a gently reared wife to grace his arm to manage his household and to bear his children he



assumed that household children and wife would remain safely in england while he continued his life as an explorer
sailing the high seas declan got his wish up to a point he and edwina were wed as for the rest his vision of marriage aunt
of the young duke of ridgware and sister of the mysterious man known as neville roscoe london s gambling king even
before the knot was tied edwina shattered the illusion that her character is as delicate ethereal and fragile as her
appearance suggests far from adhering to orthodox mores she and her ducal family are even more unconventional than
the frobishers beneath her fairy princess exterior edwina possesses a spine of steel one that might bend but will never
break born to the purple born to rule she s determined to rule her life with declan s ring on her finger that means
forging a marriage that meets her needs as well as his but bare weeks into their honeymoon declan is required to sail to
west africa edwina decides she must accompany him a secret mission with unknown villains flings unexpected dangers
into their path as declan and edwina discover that meeting the challenge of making an unconventional marriage work
requires something they both possess bold and adventurous hearts the first voyage is one of exploration the second one of
discovery the third journey brings maturity while the fourth is a voyage of second chances start the journey here and
follow the adventure the mystery and the romances to the thrilling end a historical novel of 85 000 words interweaving
romance high adventure and intrigue

The Meriwell Legacy 2024-07-18

bold and clever the cavanaughs are unlike any other family in early victorian england 1 new york times bestselling
author stephanie laurens continues to explore the enthralling world of these dynamic siblings in the eagerly anticipated
second volume in her captivating series a gentleman of means one of the most eligible bachelors in london lord
christopher kit cavanaugh has discovered his true path and it doesn t include the expected society marriage kit is all
business and has chosen the bustling port of bristol to launch his passion cavanaugh yachts a woman of character miss
sylvia buckleberry s passion is her school for impoverished children when a new business venture forces the school out of
its building she must act quickly but confronting kit cavanaugh is a daunting task made even more difficult by their first
and only previous meeting when believing she d never see him again she d treated him dismissively still sylvia is
determined to be persuasive an unstoppable duo but it quickly becomes clear there are others who want the school and
cavanaugh yachts closed working side by side kit and sylvia fight to secure her school and to expose the blackguard trying
to sabotage his business yet an even more dastardly villain lurks one who threatens the future both discover they now
hold dear

Miss Flibbertigibbet and The Barbarian 2023-03-16

1 nyt bestselling author stephanie laurens brings you a tale of unexpected romance that blossoms against the backdrop of
dastardly murder on discovering the lifeless body of an innocent ingénue a peer attending a country house party joins
forces with the lady amazon sent to fetch the victim safely home in a race to expose the murderer before stokes assisted
by barnaby and penelope is forced to allow the guests murderer included to decamp well born rakehell and head of an
ancient family alaric lord carradale has finally acknowledged reality and is preparing to find a bride but loyalty to his
childhood friend percy mandeville necessitates attending percy s annual house party held at neighboring mandeville hall
yet despite deploying his legendary languid charm by the second evening of the week long event alaric is bored and
restless escaping from the soirée and the hall alaric decides that as soon as he s free he ll hie to london and find the mild
mannered biddable lady he believes will ensure a peaceful life but the following morning on walking through the
mandeville hall shrubbery on his way to join the other guests he comes upon the corpse of a young lady guest constance
whittaker accepts that no gentleman will ever offer for her she s too old too tall too buxom too headstrong too much in
myriad ways now acting as her grandfather s agent she arrives at mandeville hall to extricate her young cousin glynis
who unwisely accepted an invitation to the reputedly licentious house party but glynis cannot be found a search is
instituted venturing into the shrubbery constance discovers an outrageously handsome aristocrat crouched beside glynis s
lifeless form unsurprisingly constance leaps to the obvious conclusion luckily once the gentleman explains that he d only
just arrived commonsense reasserts itself more as matters unfold and she and carradale have to battle to get glynis s death
properly investigated constance discovers alaric to be a worthy ally yet even after inspector stokes of scotland yard arrives
and takes charge of the case along with his consultants the honorable barnaby adair and his wife penelope the murderer s
identity remains shrouded in mystery and learning why glynis was killed all in the few days before the house party s
guests will insist on leaving tests the resolve of all concerned flung into each other s company fiercely independent
though constance is unsusceptible though alaric is neither can deny the connection that grows between them then
constance vanishes can alaric unearth the one fact that will point to the murderer before the villain rips from the world
the lady alaric now craves for his own a historical novel of 75 000 words interweaving romance mystery and murder
praise for the works of stephanie laurens stephanie laurens heroines are marvelous tributes to georgette heyer feisty and
strong cathy kelly stephanie laurens never fails to entertain and charm her readers with vibrant plots snappy dialogue
and unforgettable characters historical romance reviews stephanie laurens plays into readers fantasies like a master and



claims their hearts time and again romantic times magazine praise for the murder at mandeville hall stephanie laurens
never fails to delight with her tales of romance mystery and adventure set against the elegant glittering backdrop of
british high society irene s proofreader red adept editing a shared passion for justice turns into a shared passion for much
much more in this clever whodunit from stephanie laurens angela m line editor red adept editing the investigators must
sort through layers of intrigue and family pride to find the killer at posh and proper mandeville hall even murderers
mind their manners kim h proofreader red adept editing

Lord of the Privateers 2024-05-01

get ready to laugh and love with this family of shifters who discover they re more than just human and the problems that
brings the collection includes previously released titles dominick when she called him a pussycat she didn t mean it
literally stefan for her he ll unleash the tiger within raymond this avid gamer is about to discover love doesn t mean
game over they will do anything to protect the ones they love

A Buccaneer at Heart 2024-05-01

adventure vengeance sisterhood in a world devastated by plague torvi and her sister morgunn can only rely on each
other so when morgunn is captured by a pack of terrifying wolf priests torvi knows she ll do whatever it takes to get her
back or die trying torvi will face dark magic and danger on her quest to save her sister she ll encounter sea witches
magical night markets and a mythical sword with untold powers and she might just discover a life of adventure and wild
freedom that s more glorious than she ever dreamed of rich thrilling fantasy inspired by arthurian legend from the
author of the critically acclaimed the boneless mercies praise for the boneless mercies fierce and glorious this story of
outcast girls defying fate utterly bewitched me tucholke is a gorgeous writer laini taylor new york times bestselling
author of strange the dreamer its every page hints at a deeper magic at work it contains a whole world and all its myths
and histories within its skin melissa albert new york times bestselling author of the hazel wood ruthless and lyrical heart
warming and blood chilling and beautifully redolent of ancient tales and history it will sing to a new generation of heroes
samantha shannon new york times bestselling author of the bone season i fell in love with this stunning novel from the
very first page fierce and unforgettable with gorgeous prose and a fantastic premise that more than delivers easily one of
my favorite ya novels of 2018 katherine webber author of wing jones and only love can break your heart

The Lady's Command 2024-05-01
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The Pursuits of Lord Kit Cavanaugh 2019-04-30

for her he ll unleash the tiger within stefan s getting married for the good of his family because if he doesn t the local
werewolves will run them out of town he s not exactly happy about it but it could be worse his bride is quite beautiful
when she s not completely off her canine leash as beta for her pack she s used to giving orders and has a bite to go with
her bark however if she thinks he s giving in to the beast within then she ll be waiting a long time stefan s spent the last
decade keeping his tiger caged past experience has shown him he can t lose control yet when he s captured by the
company that created him he ll realize he doesn t have a choice he ll have to learn how to growl if he wants to protect
those he loves genre paranormal romantic comedy shapeshifter romance catshifter romance ginger second chance love
tiger romance alpha male romance genetic engineering science experiment family

The Murder at Mandeville Hall 2018-08-16
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Growl & Prowl 2022-08-27



Seven Endless Forests 2020-04-30
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